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National Observer – candidate guidance document – Associate Themes 

(Internal Only) 

Car 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving in an urban environment. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving in a rural environment. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with my use of the gears. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with the use of my brakes. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with my approach to overtaking. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with how I use motorways and dual carriageways. Can you offer some 
guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with my positioning on bends and corners. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with my approach to and dealing with roundabouts. Can you offer some 
guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with the use of my brakes. I am currently driving a (insert vehicle type) plug in 
hybrid with regenerative braking system. Can you offer some guidance? 
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My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
driving mainly with my use of the gears. I am currently driving a (insert vehicle type) plug in 
hybrid with an automatic gearbox with different driving modes. Can you offer some 
guidance? 

 

Motorcycle 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with the use of my brakes. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with the use of my gears. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with my positioning on bends and corners. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with how I use motorways and dual carriageways. Can you offer some 
guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with my riding in an urban environment. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with my riding in a rural environment. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with my approach to overtaking. Can you offer some guidance? 

My Observer has noted that I need some guidance on the correct techniques to advanced 
riding mainly with my approach to and dealing with roundabouts. Can you offer some 
guidance? 

 

 

 

 

 


